
SUN GATE 
Sun Gate lead you on the path of Love and Wisdom. He who discover in himself these two 

beautifull pearls is able to learn the secret order of the entire Universe, from the 

smallest laws and all the way to the prelight of Eternal Fire, 

which empowers all Universal Infinity. 
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THE ANTICHRIST AND HIS PREDECESSORS 
»The Victors will feed from the Tree of Life« 

 

 

JESUS: »I shall continue to explain to you passages which I deem appropriate. It is said, “I shall have the 

Victor feed on the TREE OF LIFE...” And this thought has been applied to ME. 

Yes, I am the TREE OF ETERNAL LIFE, and I give MYSELF to you as Food and the Sight of ME will be the 

Joyful Food of the victors in the other Life. But there is another meaning which many do not know 

precisely because many who comment on ME are not “victors”. 

Who is a victor? What is needed to be one? Works resounding with heroism? No. Those who are 

victorious would then be too few in number. The victors are those who in themselves gain victory over 

the Beast, who would like to get the better of them. In Truth, between atrocious, but brief Martyrdom, 

with the help of supernatural and natural factors, and a secret, obscure, and continuous struggle, the 

latter, on the scales of GOD, is of greater weight, or at least of a weight of a different kind, but precious. 

No tyrant is a greater tyrant than the flesh and the Devil. And those who are able to gain victory over 

the flesh and the Devil and make the flesh a SPIRIT and the devil a vanquished foe are “The Victors”. 

But to be such people must have given themselves totally to LOVE. Totally: those who LOVE with all 

their Strength reserve nothing for themselves, and, in not keeping anything for themselves, they keep 

nothing for the flesh and the devil. They give everything to their GOD, and GOD gives everything to 

those who LOVE HIM. 

HE gives them HIS WORD. This is what HE gives the victors to eat, beginning on this earth, nor could HE 

give them anything greater. HE gives ME, the FATHER'S WORD, to be the Food of the SPIRIT Consecrated 

to HEAVEN. 

MY WORD descends to nourish the Souls given entirely to their LORD GOD. MY WORD comes to be the 

priest and guide for you, that seek the true guide and see so many weak guides for the throngs perishing 

without a TRUE GUIDE. You that have understood the TRUTH know that this alone is necessary: to Live 

by MY WORD, Believe in MY WORD, and walk according to MY WORD. 

What would you think of someone wanting to live on sweets, liquors, and smoke? You would say that 

person will die because that isn't the food one needs to live healthily. The same holds for those who 

weary themselves with a thousand superficial things and do not take into account that which is the core 

of the whole life of the Soul: MY WORD. 

Why don't the mass, the eucharist, and confession sanctify you as ought to happen? Because to you 

they are purely formal acts; you don't make them fruitful through attention to MY WORD. Even worse: 



by lukewarmness, hypocrisy, and more or less serious sin you choke off MY WORD, which I hurl from the 

heights of HEAVEN as a Summons and LIGHT for you. 

You do not LOVE ME − that's all there is to it. To LOVE doesn't mean a superficial visit of worldly courtesy 

from time to time. To LOVE means to live with one's Soul United, Fused to a SINGLE FIRE which nourishes 

another Soul. Then, in Fusion, understanding also takes place. 

I no longer speak from afar, from the heights of the HEAVENS, but take up MY DWELLING − and with 

ME, THE FATHER and THE SPIRIT, for we are ONE SINGLE REALITY − in the HEARTS of those who LOVE 

ME, and MY WORD is no longer a whisper, but a FULL VOICE, no longer isolated, but Continuous. I am 

then the TRUE “MASTER”. I am the ONE who twenty centuries ago tirelessly Spoke to the crowds and 

who now finds HID DELIGHT in Speaking to HIS BELOVED ones who are able to listen to HIM, and I make 

them into MY CHANNELS OF GRACE. 

How much LIFE I Give you! TRUE LIFE, HOLY LIFE, ETERNAL LIFE, JOYFUL LIFE, through MY WORD, which 

is the WORD of THE FATHER and THE LOVE of THE SPIRIT. Yes, in TRUTH I have “The Victor” eat of the 

FRUIT of THE TREE OF LIFE. I give it to HIM beginning on this earth through MY SPIRITUAL DOCTRINE, 

which I return to bear among men so that not all men will perish. I give it to you in the other Life by 

being in your midst ETERNALLY. 

I AM TRUE LIFE. Remain in ME, MY BELOVED ONES, and you will not know death.« 

 

Maria Valtorta: The Antichrist and his Predecessors (page: 173 - 176) 


